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Start to green your routine with our “Get with the program” recycling options!
Most all of our customers have these concerns when it comes to purchasing and using paint:
1.) Must be high-quality with good application characteristics.
2.) Environmentally friendly, easy to use and readily available.
3.) Cost effective pricing for monetary value.
4.) Provide a (legal) means to disposal of excess and unwanted latex paints.
Acrylatex Coatings & Recycling, Inc. addresses all these concerns by offering professional grade latex paints that meets or
exceed the quality of expensive name brands paints at a fraction of the cost! Because Acrylatex paints and coatings are
manufactured from collected and recycled paint that has been fully processed to ensure quality, it’s also good for the environment.
As a certified California recycling facility, Acrylatex accepts old, unused and excess latex paints in any condition while charging
only the lowest recycle fees to customers. Collected paints including metal cans and plastic pails are 100% recycled. This keeps
hazardous waste out of our landfills and purchasing our processed recycled paint also saves you money!
Acrylatex has implemented three programs making it easy to dispose of unused latex paints:
1.) Direct Drop-Off (DDO)
Acrylatex only accepts latex water-base paints in any quantity, in any condition and charges you the minimum recycle fee to
accept the waste so that they stay out of our landfills. Please call to get current recycle fee rates and to make a drop-off
appointment.
2.) No Recycling Fee on 20% Returned (NRF-20):
a) Purchase any of our Acrylatex paints or coating products.
b) Use as much of the product(s) as possible before considering it to be a waste or surplus (“Excluded Recyclable
Material”).
c) Wash tools, brushes and other equipment into approved storage (containers can be provided).
d) Acrylatex will accept back by volume up to 20% “Excluded Recyclable Material” generated from your prior purchases of
our products with no recycling fee imposed.*
*Example: A purchase made for 200-gallons of Acrylatex paint results in 40-gallons of paint and wash water generated. This equates to
20% of the volume purchased. Acrylatex would accept and recycle the 40-gallons without imposing the standard recycling fees. (Fees
apply on returned volumes exceeding 20% of prior purchase or non- Acrylatex products.)

3.) Free Product Delivery / Free Waste Pick-Up (FDP-200):
Re-order more recycled paint from Acrylatex and delivery fees are waived whenever there is a pick-up of approved “Excluded
Recyclable Material” having a minimum recycle fee value of $250 and is in conjunction with the delivery of the new order of
product. Delivery/pick-up location must be within 50 miles of our Azusa, CA facility. Save time, money, stress and
environmental resources by taking advantage of this program. (Standard recycle fees and/or NRF-20 terms still apply to
waste collected.)
Acrylatex can assist in your waste management practices to insure that all your latex paints are disposed of in an approved
manner. At a minimal cost, Acrylatex can provide necessary containers, labels and shipping documents necessary as required by
law to ship materials, or simply make an appointment to bring in your latex paints into the Azusa, CA facility.
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